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Bleed me blue baby, Like you can do
Bleed me blue baby, Like I let you

This drive is so lonely and I'm gripping the rosary
I'll never do it again well these sheets are so strangling
Stitching me to her threads

Take your licorice lips and kiss me where I stand
Because I don't know what's now or then
Or when I'm gonna have the chance too
Take your skin and run it simple with my hand well you
don't even know girl
If eternity is beauty then I'll take it in your arms
And if wishing ain't living then I've
Done it for to long so, Take my skin and run it simple
with your huh! 
Well you don't even know girl
Just drive Starlight and you'll make it to the exit where
you belong
Burn me with your eyes; do it slow so I can't see no
wrong
If I could I would delete you out and meet you there
Because you're too good for here

This drive is so lonely and I'm gripping the rosary
I'll never do it again well these sheets are so strangling
Stitching me to her threads

Go now Adrian, just take us home, 
Because tomorrow awaits us just beyond the snow
But I'm the useless anthem, worn out lyrics, note that
never made it
Hey that's me there ain't no sense in complaining
And she said Oh no no no
And she said Oh no no no
And she said I like it right there

This drive is so lonely and I'm gripping the rosary
I'll never do it again well these sheets are so strangling
Stitching me to her threads

Well this ride is so lonely... 
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And I'm gripping the rosary...
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